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BACKGROUND
• Pollen counting problem stated as an 
object recognition task from a computer 
vision perspective
• Feature Engineering: Handcrafting 
features capturing domain knowledge and 
mathematical intuitions
• Disadvantages: Time consuming, poor 
generalization 
• Solution: Deep neural networks. 
• Require large quantities of data
• Agriculture – small datasets due to logistic 
difficulties
• Transfer Learning or some other approach 
to leverage deep learning techniques –
high risk of overfitting
• Trainable Feature Extractors + traditional 
classifier (SVM) 
INTRODUCTION
The primary objective of this project is to 
provide an estimated yield map of 
strawberry fruits across the farm using 
flower counts. This was broken down to sub 
tasks of segmenting and separating 
strawberry flowers from the background and 
counting strawberry flowers from images 
acquired in field.
OBJECTIVES
ALGORITHM
• Images from consumer grade cameras 
were collected manually for experiments
• Training set consisted of around 600 
images and validation set, 200 images
• Pre-trained model called “Overfeat” 
proposed by Sermanet et al. (2014) was 
used as feature extractor and linear SVM 
for classification
• Output from Layer 22 of the deep learning 
model was used as feature vector
• Strawberry harvesting is time and labour
intensive
• Strawberry plants are inconsistent in their 
yield across fields
• Estimates of major waves of fruit produce 
could help increase profits for farmers
• Continuous field monitoring required to 
make accurate yield estimates
• Mackenzie and Chandler (2009) proposed 
an equation for yield prediction:
Variety
Actual 
Flowers 
(Ground 
Truth)
Detected 
Flowers 
(True 
Positives)
Missed 
Flowers 
(False 
Negatives)
Misidentified 
Flowers 
(False 
Positives)
Radiance 310 276 29 5
Sensation 
®
90 76 3 11
Overall 400 352 32 15
Percent 100% 88% 8% 4%
IMAGE PROCESSING STEPS
• Algorithm to detect and count strawberry 
flowers over diverse lighting conditions, 
working distances and strawberry varieties 
was developed
• Method to leverage deep learning based 
approach to solve problems in domains 
with limited training data was proposed
• Imaging conditions played a crucial rule in 
determining algorithm performance
• Future efforts would be directed towards 
designing an in-field imaging system with 
proper camera and lighting arrangements 
• Flower count information along with 
Mackenzie’s equation (described earlier) 
would be used to create an estimated 
yield map
CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
METHODS
RESULT IMAGES
Quick-shift Segmentation
Region-Adjacency Graph based 
Merging
Flower Detection using “Overfeat” 
and SVM
Zoomed-in view
Zoomed-in view
Zoomed-in view
RESULTS
• Image patches saturated due to bright 
sunlight, bounded by green leaves were 
incorrectly recognized by the classifier as 
flowers in some cases
DISCUSSIONS
(a) Front-facing multiple 
flowers (Radiance)
((b) Front-facing occluded 
flowers (Radiance)
(c) Front-facing bright 
blurred (Sensation)
(d) Side-facing bright 
flowers (Sensation)
• Validation set constitution:​
Radiance : Sensation = 3 : 4​
• Classifier module (“Overfeat” and SVM) 
had a standalone accuracy of 98%​
• Heuristics based post processing 
(bounding box area) helped improve 
accuracy
• ​Non-uniform illumination:
• Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram 
Equalization (CLAHE) needed to match 
accuracy under uniform illumination
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Segmentation formed  hierarchical clusters of 
increasingly larger size in image
Read Image
Resize Image (1280 x 853)
Is Illumination 
Uniform?
Quickshift Segmentation
Contrast Limited Adaptive 
Histogram Equalization (CLAHE)
Merge Segments using Region Adjacency Graph
Compute Mean Intensity for Current Segment
If (Color ε Flower 
Intensity Range)
Crop Bounding Box
Resize (231 x 231)
Run Overfeat Forward Propagation
Extract Output of Layer 22 (4096 x 1)
Is Flower?
Increment Flower Count
Is 
SegmentList 
Empty?
Stop
Individual Patch 
Processing.
“Overfeat” model 
used as trainable 
feature extractor.
Output from other 
“dense” layers could 
also act as features.
Classifier – Linear 
SVM. Linear models 
are less prone to 
over-fitting.
Quickshift results 
are “Superpixels”. 
Merging 
produces 
semantically 
more meaningful 
segments.
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Images from 
different sources 
resized to the same 
size to keep further 
processing 
consistent.
Fig. Output Images under different conditions
Mean yield (grams/plant)
= (19.624 * adjFC ) + (5.343 * adjFC) 
* (TFDP - TFDP - Harvest week)
Where,
o adjFC is adjusted flower count
o TFDP is Temperature during Fruit      
Development Period
o TFDP - Harvest week is mean temperature from 
beginning of a flower count period to 
beginning of a harvest interval
